
‘FOR EVERYBODY WHO GOT LEFT BEHIND’ THE FIRST ALBUM FROM 
LOVE.STOP.REPEAT SINCE 2010’S ‘REMEMBERING’ IS TO BE RELEASED 
OCTOBER 27TH 2014 ON MAKE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE RECORDS

Following the last album, Love.Stop.Repeat all but vanished as core 
members Lindsay West and Dave Millar knuckled down on another 
band they were involved with at the time. Swallowed up in two years 
of recording and touring - notable excursions being opening slots for 
Mumford & Sons on their post-Grammy winning arena tour of the US, 
seeing Dave proudly sporting Fence Records shirts on stage to crowds 
of up to 17,500 punters across America - LSR was put on the shelf.

Fast forward to 2012 and a chance gig booking request in Bexhill on 
Sea set the wheels back in motion. Before you know it, it’s 2014 and 
they’re back playing shows, including a return to the Green Man 
Festival in Wales, and with a new album, almost as if they’d never 
gone away.

For Everybody Who Got Left Behind still incorporates the same 
beautifully crafted, melodic indie-folk-pop heard on past releases, but the soundscapes here are bigger and 
bolder, with a little Yo La Tengo and Laura Veirs added to the mix. Ukulele makes way for electric and 
slide guitar, flooded with reverb and atmosphere. A string section lifts the songs further and the clarinet of 
Sarah Scutt, sometime member of James Yorkston & The Athletes, weaves it’s magic into the songs, as 
on the last record.

The album recalls the time the band spent coming back down to earth when 
the bright lights of other projects faded. Lost in the Backseat, Thunder, and 
Sitting Out touch upon the experiences of two years of touring and the 
breakup of a band, experiences that left them exhausted and all but ready 
to give up playing altogether. “No-one told me it would be this way” sings 
Lindsay “we tore apart at the seams all that we’d made”.

The title track For Everybody Who Got Left Behind was written in the wake 
of Jason Molina’s passing in 2013, although the feeling of loss expressed 
in the song became entangled in Dave’s own grief for the loss of a close 
family member the same year. Despite the subject matter, the pace of the 
song opens the album with some urgency. A lone guitar drives proceedings until drums, bass, harmonium 
and slide launch in to evoke a great feeling of hope in dark times. As in the track Torchlight, inspired by the 
colourful stories told by Lindsay’s Scottish grandmother of her dancing career during the War, it’s this feeling 
that prevails across the album above all.

For Everybody Who Got Left Behind will be released on Make Your Own Adventure Records on October 27th 
2014. The album can now be pre-ordered as both a high-quality audio download and CD, which comes in a 
carbon-neutral, British-made card gatefold sleeve, complete with an illustrated lyric booklet. Both editions 
come with an immediate download of 4 songs from the album.
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